Tips for use
General
The Cold Water Filter improves taste and smell by reducing the level of chlorine
in the water. Flush the filter before first time use, to remove carbon residue, by
running the cold water on the filtered setting for 5 minutes. This excess carbon
residue can turn the water black for a few seconds. This is not harmful.
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How to dispense filtered water
Filtered water can be dispensed by pushing and holding down the textured ring
on the Fusion or Flex tap until the LED light turns blue, and turning it (image 1).
The blue light will remain lit while filtered water is activated.
Replace the filter's cartridge
Due to hygienic reasons the filter’s cartridge must be replaced every 6 months,
regardless of volume of usage. After 6 months, an alarm will sound to indicate
that the cartridge needs to be replaced.
The filter is installed underneath the counter top. Instructions on how to replace
the cartridge are available on the cartridge label.
Snooze the alarm
When the alarm sounds it can be snoozed for 72 hours by pressing the red
button, located on the Cold Water Filter (image 2), providing time to order a
new cartridge at www.quooker.co.uk.
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Flush after periods of non-usage
After periods of non-usage, for instance after holidays, it is good practice to
flush through your Cold Water Filter to remove stale water. This can be done by
simply running the filtered water for 5 minutes.
Warranty and service
The warranty period is two years and covers supply of parts only. It does not
cover labour costs. In case of a fault, first try resetting the system. This can be
done by switching off the Quooker boiling water tank via the Q-shaped on / off
switch on the top of the tank, waiting one minute and then switching the tank on
again. If the problem remains, please contact your installer or supplier.
Liability
The Cold Water Filter has been manufactured to the highest quality and design
standards. In accordance with the warranty conditions, the manufacturer does
not accept liability for any adverse consequences of using this product.
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